The authors of this special series of papers about utility estimation have provided a very useful overview of the field. The papers have emerged from a collaboration between academics at Sheffield University and experts from industry (at Takeda Pharmaceuticals). This is clearly a very productive partnership-partly because it combines and balances academic rigour and industry practicalities. This is an informative set of papers that will be useful for anyone working in the fields of pharmacoeconomics and health technology assessment. This collection of papers also adds to the existing literature by providing an update on some important issues. For example, the paper on international guidelines is very useful because these issues can change quite quickly [1] . The current conclusions on the role of different types of measures is also an important update [2, 3] .
Reading this overview of the field prompts thoughts about what the field has been able to achieve, what challenges lay ahead of us and where the use of preferencebased measures of health (PBMs) have done little to help decision makers. I will go through some thoughts on these issues in turn.
One interesting general conclusion is that the generic PBMs remain in a dominant position as choice of outcome measure [2] . The team conclude that condition-specific PBMs have a role to play where there is good evidence that generic measures are not able to measure changes in health [2] . If there is no evidence for insensitivity in generic measures then the results from the condition-specific measure should be limited to sensitivity analyses (in a decision model). Generic measures, particularly the EQ-5D, have been criticized as insensitive and unable to measure the obvious benefits of different treatments [4] . For example, one recent study claimed that EQ-5D-3L lacks sensitivity for measurement in cardiovascular disease [5] . In recent years, there has been huge interest in the development of condition-specific measures to improve measurement accuracy. However, for many conditionspecific measures, there is no evidence for a measurement advantage over tools like EQ-5D [6, 7] . In addition, some condition-specific measures also have limitations regarding their ability to measure complications or adverse events. Condition-specific measures have not offered the advantages that were anticipated. Many researchers are now interested in the potential for bolt-on measures to improve measurement accuracy. Here the generic measure has an additional dimension added to it to reflect a specific issue that is not measured in the original descriptive system (e.g. vision, hearing or itch). The lessons from condition-specific PBMs suggest that there needs to be a clear rationale for the development of any bolt-on, which should be based on measurement insensitivity of the original instrument in a disease area. This rationale needs to be based on evidence. The lessons from the development of condition-specific measures suggest that there may be no a priori reason to believe that a bolt-on instrument will provide greater measurement sensitivity.
While a lot of progress has been made in the development and use of PBMs, we still face important challenges. Much of the academic research in this field has focused on If patients complete other assessments on the same day does this influence HRQOL scores? These influences are largely ignored, but they are sources of potential error. There is a lot of work to do to understand how we can capture HRQOL data while avoiding these issues. Technological innovations are part of the solution. More data, routinely collected data and data from more meaningful timepoints are also part of the solution. Lastly, we should reflect on areas where PBMs are failing to help decision makers. Aggregating health or HRQOL data to estimate a QALY gain may be sensible for prevalent chronic disease but seems less suited for assessing rare diseases. Our methods have been somewhat blindsided by the huge increase in orphan drugs. Some of the most challenging decisions that payers face relate to the adoption of orphan drugs. Submissions often describe the benefits of a treatment with poor quality data (small samples, no comparator data); they predict huge health gains (perhaps 20-30 QALYs per patient), are very high cost, potentially present very high value but also represent a huge opportunity cost. Our methods of QALY estimation are often not able to provide decision makers with accurate estimates of the health gain associated with these treatments. Our measures are not valid for use in young children (where such conditions often emerge); the valuation of such states presents philosophical and practical challenges; and measurement methods that are available to us typically require a proxy assessment (with inherent bias). Even in older children and adults, where tools do exist, the precision of utility estimates makes any estimate of QALY gain hugely uncertain where we have very small trials. This is a challenge that the field must address.
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